
ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN CEJA
EXPANDED PROGRAMS CAN SAVE ILLINOIS CONSUMERS $700 MILLION PER YEAR

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

CEJA would expand gas efficiency programs and ensure electric efficiency programs continue past 2030, 
generating substantial customer savings and billions in economic activity.

$13 BILLION IN NET ECONOMIC GAINS BY 2035

THE CLEAN ENERGY 
JOBS ACT

CEJA expands gas efficiency programs, producing $700 million per year in consumer savings over the cost 
of the program.

Energy savings will roughly triple compared to existing gas efficiency programs, to levels similar to the 
country’s leading utility gas efficiency programs. 

Expanded gas efficiency programs will save customers nearly $4 for every dollar spent.

The Clean Energy Jobs Act - SB1718 (Castro) / HB804 (Williams) - sets a bold vision for Illinois’s 100% 
renewable energy future and charts an equitable course that lifts up workers and families. CEJA 
dramatically expands career development and wealth building programs and prepares us for the transitions 
that lie ahead. Its dedication to climate and energy justice cuts across all sectors of the energy economy to 
ensure Black and Brown communities and communities of color benefit in the clean energy future.  These 
fact sheets each represent one core component of CEJA - we encourage you to explore the entire series.  

EXPAND ROUGHLY 90,000 EXISTING ILLINOIS JOBS AND 15,000 SMALL BUSINESSES

72% of all clean energy jobs in Illinois are in efficiency.  Expanding gas energy efficiency programs will drive 
efficiency investments, increasing the number of jobs available.

CEJA creates training and small business programs that target low income communities.

Efficiency contractors have been hit hard by COVID-19, but can get back to work as soon as it is safe to enter 
homes and businesses.  CEJA will expand this industry further.
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A small charge on utility customer bills funds these programs whose benefits 
must exceed cost. 

Expanded energy efficiency will save Illinoisans over $700 million per year, target 
those that need savings most and expand the industry as our economy recovers 
from COVID-19.

HOW IS IT PAID FOR?

WHY IS IT URGENT?
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https://ilcleanjobs.org/ @ILCleanJobs

CEJA expands low-income energy efficiency investments to a minimum of $53 million per year, reducing bills 
and creating healthier homes for those most struggling with their energy bills.

CEJA allows efficiency programs to fix health and safety problems like faulty wiring and indoor air quality 
problems, in low-income homes, improving residents’ health.

PRIORITIZE SERVICE TO LOW-INCOME FAMILIES
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